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~ Open letter to Mrs. Susan Lowe ~
Launceston City Council

Parking meter fines & extortion

Dear Madam,

I have READ your very neat, tidy and comprehensive submission and hereby
STATE:

As a 74 year old man of the world from Africa who has seen many things DONE
by some to others IN THE NAME OF 'legality' or 'justice' or the queen or the flag,
it still amazes me how far a person will GO in order to PROVE their point of
VIEW being: Their BELIEF in their RIGHT to impose their ideological belief on
others by using 'force of arms' (the gun) as a backup.

In your 'case' you are using rules in a book but, the moment you pass the
literature to another such as the MPES 'monetary penalties enforcement squad,'
you are in FACT knowingly employing a unit of men who do use force backed
by guns (police) to collect the PERCEIVED debt, irrespective of whether in fact it
is a 'legal' debt within the 'constraints' of the Constitutional Authority and
Powers granted to 'State' bodies or NOT.

I add, it is regrettable that people born in a 'box' like a 'chicken' in an incubator
do not realise that there are very HARD and CRUEL animals who live outside of
said BOX, who can and do and will 'crucify' and thus EAT anyone living in the
BOX who FAIL to observe the RULES of life. (As you do is done unto you)

If you and yours (others in the box) believe that the 'stamp of approval' by an
'Alderman' upon a 'plan' to STEAL money from others is a legitimate basis of
living 'way,' then SO BE IT but, - - -

The whole British system from way back became 'boxed' IN similarly, but IT
DOES NOT MEAN that the ACTIVITY resulting was either kind, loving,
honourable or respectable, any more than yours. For yours is NOT. It is dominating,
demanding, forceful, coercive, threatening and punitive.

Yes, in ye olden days the king or queen placed their seal of 'Aldermaniacal'
approval upon any pirate ship or 'ship of the line' so that it could go forth
'supposedly' legitimately and pillage the fleets of others on the ocean and AT
THE SAME TIME pulverise them using cannons, and thereby maim and kill and
burn or sink, and as said, steal their goods OPENLY and, - - -
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All the silly people on or in said 'box' being the now 'licensed' Pirate ship
BELIEVED as do YOU, that their rape and pillage imposed was legal.

It is no more legal than yours and, yours is no more legal nor 'legitimate' than
theirs was, but as SAID, as you and they were BORN IN A BOX you see not that
the 'other' (myself) who lives OUTSIDE THE BOX has a different OUTLOOK and
OPINION to which I AM entitled within your OWN 'rules of engagement'
BOOK, however, - - -

IF my pen cannot EDUCATE you and you PROCEED with your intended deed
to hand me over to the hard, cold and callous wolves who do not stop at
anything to attain or obtain their 'feed of the day,' then SO BE IT but, as I am a
very far sighted soul indeed I do foresee the end of the road for you personally as
well as the one who passed this case to you and to whom I principally wrote.

NONE can hide from the Law of the Sovereign Authority say I, because I am His
spokesman and He & SHE guide my PEN.

"Do what thou wilt" is the Law of the Beast and you are 'anticipating'
overriding my belief by 'exercising' one or more rules (lines of text) in your own
books to accomplish what to ME is 'coercion and EXTORTION.' According to my
'book' there is not ONE rule of 'yours' which applies to my life.

Regrettably ALSO is that written within the rules or powers granted by callous,
arrogant and ignorant legislative 'idiots' to the MPES, who now have the right to
even deny me (and others) a 'hearing' within your court system within which I
and others would be able to prove our "side" if the magistrate was honest.

Note: The 'gov' debt collection agency state the following 'options' available to their 'victim':

17. Options for dealing with infringement notice issued by fee-paying public sector body
(1) A person who is served with an infringement notice that was issued by a fee-paying public
sector body must, within the period allowed on the notice and subject to subsection (6), do one or
more of the following:

(a) pay the monetary penalty in full to the issuing authority;
(b) apply to the issuing authority for withdrawal of the infringement notice;
(c) apply to the issuing authority for a variation of payment conditions;
(d) lodge with the issuing authority a notice of election to have the offence or offences set
out in the infringement notice heard and determined by a court.

(2) A fee-paying public sector body may approve or refuse to approve an application under this
section and must notify the alleged offender of that approval or refusal.

The reader may 'note' that 'Council' officials may REFUSE to permit their victim a
'hearing' in a Court of Law.
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It follows that the 'cries or pleas' of their victim may be UNHEARD even though they
may NOT be 'guilty' of any offence under ANY State or Council 'Act' due to HAVING
immunity within the Freedom of Religion Clause of the Constitution which is revealed
herein and, -

As it is incumbent upon every Magistrate to ENSURE that the 'laws' used to punish
people ARE in compliance with the Australian Constitution, it follows that the enforced
punishment of a person who is a person who is NOT 'guilty' within the Acts of the
Constitution means, that those who denied them the opportunity of being heard OR
those who overrode their 'pleas' of 'innocent' are themselves guilty of Treason and
Anarchy for operating outside of the Authority granted unto them by the Constitution
AND their Creator.

I KNOW and ADVISE YOU that if you decide to give me a "body blow" to keep
me "in line" with your BELIEF & POLICY, that in fact, within the Law of Energy,
your complicity to my pain or loss or suffering would RETURN upon your head
another day. Hence my very kindly letter to you hoping that you do not be the
ONE who is the 'signatory' to my demise, for ignorance is not bliss say I.

Dear lass, you and all state employees are bound by UNCONSCIONABLE rules
and are paid a wage to so BE. That dear lady is your choice, but I choose to heed
God's VOICE and NOT give in to the extortionists demands even though to the
extortionists they appear to be 'legitimate.'

As I AM a man of peace who would NEVER send any other into the arms of a
collection agency for any reason, I cannot use force to oppose you or them. So
you can do whatever you are inspired to and I will "cop" whatever comes to me
but, - - - I will never pay a fine (ransom) to remain free, for in God's eyes I would
be complicit to funding "buggery and extortion" of money from others in the
community.

Please do NOT be complicit to my "crucifixion." Please NOTE that within the
'Freedom of Religion' clause of the Tasmanian and Australian Constitution and
by my God-given birth right I AM entitled to live by my own conscience and no
laws, or edicts, or rules of man or state or council apply to me or anybody who as
me is an absolute pacifist and who is not disturbing the peace of the land.

Men once elevated into positions of 'service & trust' have for 'ages' of time
followed the FALSE belief that they have the right to raise up 'text' DOCTRINE
that they name 'the law,' and then using 'armed' POWER and other men as their
'judges' they FORCE God's children to 'bow' to said 'decrees' or be 'condemned'
and punished, ostracised, banished or killed.
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The ONLY 'dictatorial' RIGHT bequeathed unto man is for the individual (you or
I) to dictate our OWN personal code of conduct 'policy,' and God will be the
'Judge' as to whether or not IT is in 'accordance' with and in conformity to HIS:

"Go your way in peace & be loving & merciful & compassionate & forgive others & do
not disturb the peace of the land" Command Decree and, HE will 'settle' the matter
according to HIS Law.

I cannot fund your iniquity of 'belief' imposition upon others nor myself, and I
cannot condone, fund, nor support you, for THAT would mean that I was
unfaithful to God and to my conscience and, - - -

I would be complicit to all the 'injury' and control that your institution imposes
upon others. Try and understand that GOD already 'dictated' the benign CODE
OF CONDUCT policy to be adhered to by ALL, which I personally now
'reinstate' so that a 'few' will avoid HELL'S gate.

IF you truly believe that YOU, your 'badge of office' and Institutional 'rulings'
can 'legitimately' override the Command of God then it is you to place your own
soul within the punitive/suffering aspect of the precepts of God's Law for your
defiance of His Command.

It is pure iniquity and a treasonable 'offence' to force people to 'bow' to your
'beliefs' using legislation, be they supposedly legitimate 'decrees' or otherwise.
You believe in the use of force & 'War' and I hold the opposing belief in absolute
'pacifism' and PEACE.

Contrary to your 'belief' please TRY and understand that as YOU are not 'God,' I
thus do have the GOD given 'right' to conduct my 'affairs' according to my
'belief,' being that God's "Peace & love" Command stands above YOUR belief, and
I will conduct myself accordingly.

I do not even need the Australian Constitution to 'back up' my beliefs, for even if
99.9999% of the population 'vote' on a subject matter which is NOT in 'respect' of
God's Command above, then I have NO need to 'bow' to that majority result and
only so do if IT 'fits' with MY conscience and I thus agree with IT.

My 'outreach' letter was and yet IS a courtesy 'call' to YOU and everyone who is
defiant of God, and the fact that that 'precedent' has been in 'vogue' for centuries
does not make IT right.

It is THE LIGHT of God (She) who is inspiring my 'work' with Her Wisdom,
and it is SHE to now set 'The Pace' and THE WAY ahead for humanity, not any
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mortal beings in official positions of power, and She 'advocates' nullifying ALL
past orders, rules, decrees, acts which are controlling and punitive and IN
CONTRAVENTION OF Her Command.

In reference now to your words < Council issues delegations to officers under
legislation, > Please try and understand that legislation may very well delegate
instructions TO council officers such as yourself, but it is YOU the individual
who takes it upon yourself to instigate an ACTION against a member of the
community for the sole purpose of extortion, impoverishment, loss or injury by form
of punishment.

In fact being a very unfriendly, unkind and 'injurious' ACTIVITY which is in
contravention of the Command of God, and it is also an ILLEGAL activity within
the precepts of the Constitution of Tasmania & Australia and thus a
TREASONABLE activity against a peaceful person who has NO 'agreement' with
your 'Council' nor the State Authority.

Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act (9th July 1900) section 116

"The Commonwealth shall not make any law for establishing any religion, or for imposing any
religious observance, or for prohibiting the free exercise of any religion, and - - -

Constitution Act 1934 (Tas)

This document includes a legal guarantee of the religious liberty and equality of Tasmanians.
Every citizen is guaranteed freedom of conscience and the free exercise of religion under Section
46(1) of this Act.

Part V - General provisions
Religious freedom

46. (1) Freedom of conscience and the free profession and practice of religion are, subject to public
order and morality, guaranteed to every citizen. -
(2) No person shall be subject to any disability, or be required to take any oath on account of his
religion or religious belief -

Note: Australia's own Macquarie dictionary – page 835 (Compact version)

Religion = - - - - the quest for the values of the ideal life - - - the ideal, the practices for attaining
the values of the ideal, - - -

A system of belief in the worship of a supernatural power or God' or the recognition by man of a
superhuman power entitled to obedience, reverence, and worship.

Religious = - - - - scrupulously faithful, pious, devotion - - -

This means that ones 'religion' is not any named 'Church' organisation, but it is the policy of ones
daily code of conduct interaction with other children of God.
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The question is 'What is religion?'

Justices Mason and Brennan in a joint judgment, stressed the importance of the case in
determining fundamental questions of religious freedom in Australia and the extent to which an
individual is free to believe and act without legal restraint.

Justices Wilson and Deane stressed the need to match the evidence of the beliefs in question with
the five or six main characteristics of the world's major religions.

Justices Mason and Brennan said, "Freedom of religion, the paradigm freedom of conscience, is of
the essence of a free society. The chief function in the law of a definition of religion is to mark out
an area within which a person subject to the law is free to believe and act in accordance with his
belief without legal restraint."

The definition affected the operation of the religious-freedom guarantee under the Constitution
and many other laws granting religions special benefits.

The question of religion had received little judicial attention in Australia; it was time to grapple
with it.

"Protection is accorded to preserve the dignity and freedom of each man so that he may adhere to
any religion of his choosing or to none," they said. "The freedom of religion being equally
conferred on all, the variety of religious beliefs which are within the area of legal immunity is not
restricted."

The judges stressed the importance of the actions of the adherents rather than the dogma itself.

NOTE: Freedom of religion applies to the INDIVIDUAL, not the organisation. The organisation
has no 'conscience' as IT is simply a name given by men to an 'umbrella' and as all can now see,
the many persons living under said umbrella can all hold different ideological 'views' and some
are peaceful and others are warlike.

I wish to advise you 'formally' that I believe your 'threat' of punishment and or incarceration is
intimidating, and is an unlawful invasion of a person's state of mind and emotions, as well as an
'act' of religious persecution.

Madam, it appears to me that many politicians, officials and magistrates have taken it upon
themselves to totally ignore the God given rights of mankind to follow God’s Command and
have God as their Sovereign Monarch.

Many also seem to ‘assume’ they can ignore their own Constitution which clearly sets out the
mandate in the right to “Freedom” of "Religion." Please now try and see that any person who
continues to ignore the Constitutional right to freedom of religion through their vanity or
ignorance is a person who is factually ‘guilty’ of ‘insurrection’ and can be said to be inciting civil
unrest in the community.

I am advised by THE AUTHORITY that: There is now to be a "No tolerance" attitude taken
towards anyone of the public or any state official having any racial prejudice or religious
INTOLERANCE.

I am advised by THE AUTHORITY that: Any 'official' or person inciting civil unrest in matters
pertaining to the Constitutional "freedom of religion" Act will be very harshly dealt with.
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I am advised by THE AUTHORITY that: Any 'official' or person found disturbing the peace of
the peaceful for any reason will be very harshly dealt with.

I am advised by THE AUTHORITY that: Any 'official' or person unlawfully interfering in the
lives of the peaceful for any reason will be very harshly dealt with.

I am advised by THE AUTHORITY that: Any 'official' or person found to be carrying out any
unlawful arrest – transportation – detention or punishment due to their disregard of the religious
beliefs of others not disturbing the peace of the land - will be very harshly dealt with.

Added deep spiritual Truth note: Further to that  said above, there are two 'types' of people who
are living in the BOX of 'society,' being those kind and caring and other cruel and callous, but
both are IGNORANT of the FACTS 'governing' their conduct for all rely on RULES to guide
them, being the rules, acts, decrees of MEN.

Presently, none of 'you' living in the 'box' can see outside its 'borders' but I CAN and I SAY that
outside of its borders are ALSO men & women like ME who ARE 'pure of soul' and spiritually
FREE existing in the Light of Heaven but, - - -

There are ALSO OTHERS who have souls as DARK AS NIGHT with extraordinary devious and
destructive mental powers, and these spirit beings exist in distant lower REALMS of
consciousness far, far from the Light but ARE seen by ME, and it is of their EXISTENCE that
mankind on this level of consciousness is now WARNED of by ME.

Why? Because they ALSO are NOT as you 'ruled' by rules for they of 'rules' are FREE as me BUT,
- - - their minds are NOT inspired by SHE the LIGHT OF GOD for they are bound by the
'devilish' DARK POWER (God's) forceful destructive ENERGY.

Within their souls is a 'volume mass' of Dark Energy at least a million more times than what you
have within you, (negative emotions) and they soon now will RAISE their 'hand' and VOICE
against ANY (in a box)  who by THEM are FOUND defiant of the Command of SHE the Light,
for HE the DARK 'devilish' POWER is their overlord and is soon in the manner revealed by ME
to 'unleash' and 'release' THEM to HUNT DOWN as said, - - - ANY defiant of SHE.

So the 'how' that these invisible 'trillions' of VERY powerful forces can and will DO their 'beastly'
ACTS is TELEPATHICALLY, as they seize more and more control of the 'open' minds of vain or
arrogant or ignorant mortals and regrettably for YOU, they ALSO 'act' outside any books of rules
and already they have great power over the minds of mortal man as you should BE able to SEE.
(Armageddon of the MIND is to bring down every society)

It is obvious to me for your 'system' of government already 'ignores' ITS given authority and
'usurps' the Constitutional Authority TREASONABLY.

I AM on earth to ADVISE everyone that 'scripture' was contaminated and man
'Wrested IT unto his own spiritual destruction' in funding the 'Caesar' style war
effort, control, interference, subjugation, punishment and killing ways of the
IGNORANT, who ALL now are 'merciless, dispassionate and unforgiving' and
ON the wide road to Hell for their defiance of their God.
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My personal religious 'ideal' or ideology is that of absolute pacifism at all times
and in all situations because that is the requirement of the Creator God according
to my belief, and to that 'end' I am faithful because God commands man to:

 "Go your way in peace and love one another and BE merciful, compassionate
and forgiving," and as God is my chosen ‘Monarch’ I can never ‘vote’ for any
man to rule me nor to be my ‘ruler,’ for IN MY OPINION that role is God’s
prerogative only.

Be advised that NO person is above 'reproach.' I add; no mandate nor ‘badge’
nor position of ‘office’ voids or nullifies God’s immutable Law.

I can ASSURE you that a 20ct parking fee DEMAND can lead a soul INTO
eternal damnation IF they continue to live in a BOX and ARROGANTLY pursue
the peaceful as DO YOU.

In Truth, a genuine 'local council' body would NOT have any political 'overseers'
ruling everyone with their decrees issued from 'far away,' and as a local benign
community effort all would work towards peaceful education rather than
punishment and subjugation, and all community members would be taught to
fortify their minds against the 'advances' of Dark Powers using my 'Star Prayer
meditation' technique.

As I AM 'unarmed' and your officers ARE backed by politicians and their 'force
of arms' forces, you do 'hold' the 'apparent' UPPER HAND and all I can and now
have DONE is my VERY BEST to enlighten your MIND. I leave the rest to YOU.

In all sincerity

Terence – the Spirit of Truth

A copy of this 'Council' document is Item 1 at end of the main index of the 'Sample letters':
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/letters1.htm

Facts on fines: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/fines.pdf
Tasmania politicians: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/minister.pdf
Police Commissioner : http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/commissioner.pdf

Inner energy of the Source: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/energy.htm
The ONE True faith: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/faith.htm
The Star Prayer : http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/starpray.htm


